2014 Mentors Program

Catherine Armanasco | Julie Saul
Owner, Julie Saul Gallery

Fernanda Bonilla Azcue | Margot Norton
Assistant Curator, New Museum

Katherine Bayard | Jeanne Greenberg Rohatyn
Founder, Salon 94

Quinn Bolewicki | Alice Rose George
Writer, Art Critic and Curator

Giselle Borbajo | Pamela Reed + Matthew Rader
New Media Artists, Directors

Twig Capra | Laurie Simmons
Photographer

Brock Carey | Rick Woodward
Art Critic

Janice Chung | Elisabeth Biondi
Curator/Visuals Editor

Jeremy Cohen | Jodi Peckman
Creative Director, Rolling Stone

Natalie de Segonzac | Gerald Slota
Photographer

Gina Marie DeNaia | Christian Rattemeyer
Associate Curator, Department of Drawings, MoMA

Diana Egnatz | Dan Estabrook
Photographer

Dylan Ellis | Philip Toledano
Photographer

Sepeed Emambakhsh | Ryan McGinley
Photographer

Juniper Fleming | Catherine Morris
Sackler Family Curator, Elizabeth A. Sackler Center for Feminist Art Brooklyn Museum

Alexandra Galiardo | Gary Schneider
Photographer

Rachel Jackson | Artie Vierkant
Photographer

Alvaro Keding | Yossi Milo
Owner, Yossi Milo Gallery

Hwa Kyung Kim | Yancey Richardson
Director, Yancey Richardson Gallery

Jihoon Kim | Dan Leers
Curator

Joy Kim | Tina Barney
Photographer

Kimberly Klein | Jordan Schaps
Corporate Photography Director

Katie Knott | Caroline Wolff
Photography Director, W

Zak Krevitt | Philip Gefter
Writer and Photography Critic

Tyler Kufs | Whitney Johnson
Director of Photography, The New Yorker

Laura Lachman | Mary Ellen Mark
Photographer

Gowun Lee | Daniel Cooney
Owner, Daniel Cooney Fine Art

Joe Lee | Jimmy Moffat
Partner, Art and Commerce

Christina Mallozzi | W.M. Hunt
Strategist

Molly Matalon | Kathy Ryan
Director of Photography, The New York Times Magazine

Kimberly McGough | Fabio Cutro
Creative Director, Tricycle

Shohei Miyachi | Matthew Leifheit
Photo Editor, Vice

Hector Membreno-Canales | Stacey Clarkson
Art Director, Harper’s

Corey Olsen | Jody Quon
Photography Director, New York
Pat O’Malley | Daniel Power, Founder, Power House Publishing

Fernando Palafox | Stefan Ruiz, Photographer

Lauren Poor | Simen Johan, Photographer

Lillian Przedocki | Alex Pollack, Photo Director, Bon Appetit

Abigail Rae | Elinor Carucci, Photographer

Molly Rapp | Claire Gilman, Curator, Drawing Center

Travis Rix | Scott Thode, Freelance Curator and Photo Editor

Michael Schmidt | Paul Moakley, Deputy Photo Director, Time

Tim Schutsky | Richard Renaldi, Photographer

Nico Sforza | Horacio Salinas, Photographer

Billie Shaker | David Sebbah, Creative Director, Spring Studios

Mateusz Sliwa | Christian Storm, Photo Editor

Matthew Smith | Carrie Levy, Photographer

Lea Sophie | Leslie Simitch, Vice President, Trunk Archive

Will Stevens | Sean Corcoran, Curator of Prints and Photographs, Museum of the City of New York

Ian Stoner | Matt Keegan, Artist

Rebecca Storer | Susan Bright, Writer and Curator of Photography

Shakirah Tabourn | Howard Bernstein, Partner and Agent, Bernstein & Andriulli

Caroline Tompkins | Lucy Gallun, Assistant Curator, Department of Photography, MoMA

Richard Wagner | Vince Aletti, Photography Critic and Curator

Colin Walker | Christian Patterson, Photographer

Rachel Wark | Janet Borden, President, Janet Borden Inc.

Elizabeth Woodbury | Anthony Goicoechea, Photographer

Jasmine Yedigarian | Marcel Saba, Owner and Director, Redux Pictures

Lauren Zallo | Lesley Martin, Publisher, Aperture Foundation